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Veros — offers useful integrations
and tools that make the world a better
place by using blockchain!

veros
ENVIRONMENTAL

FUNDRAISING &
INVESTMENT PLATFORM

Veros Digital
Hearts brings
true benefits.
Our work and
your donations
make the Project
Funds
world better.

PROJECT FUNDS,
BOUNTY, AIRDROP

dApp & dWeb

VEROS

dapp & dWeb consists
of ﬁve components

Our mission is to empower people around the world. VEROS dApp & Web Platform
provides an opportunity to engage in fund-raising, to buy products and services
which do not pollute the planet.
VEROSOrigami
Digital Hearts platform helps to raise resources for charitable funds using
Fundraising
platform
digital and Fiat assets.
VEROS Atlas [DACIO] platform helps to raise funds for the realization of
ECO-HIGH-TECH Projects.
VEROS Wallet+ currency allows to direct transfers to the accounts of chari- table
organizations, commercial projects fast and efficiently. Fast exchange of VRS
tokens for Fiat and Digital assets.
VEROS Oracle - Decentralized Management System. [DAO]. VEROS AI
[neuronets] consultant is an artificial intelligence to collect and analyze information
about eco- systems ATLAS work.
VEROS Marketplace is a trading platform that allows you to buy eco-high-tech
goods and services.

VEROS is a zero-fee fundraising platform
where the majority of all advertisement
revenue funnels directly into fundraisers
launched on the platform.
□ VEROS Oracle ai
Decentralized Management

management strategy of project development and ﬁnance. DAO
insertion of own issues for consideration by the “Community Council”
using an expert Advisor with Artiﬁcial
Intelligence.

VEROS

Wallet +
Wallets &
Exchanger

VEROS

Digital Hearts
Fundraising
for charity

VEROS

Atlas
Fundraising
for Eco High
Tech Projects

VEROS

Marketplace
Eco High Tech
Goods Store

VEROS

AI
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Decentralized
Management
System

Website vedh.io

□ VEROS Digital Hearts
Fundraising for Charity

fast transfer of funds to charity
accounts and real-time control of
transfers.
use of multiple digital coins (vrs, eth,
btc, usd) and ﬁat money.
approval of the main charitable
accounts by the community and add
own charity accounts adding

□ VEROS ATLAS

Fundraising for Eco Projects
fast initial ICO placement eco-high
-tech projects
fast purchase of eco-high-tech projects
tokens
use of multiple digital coins (vrs, eth,
btc, usd) and ﬁat money (plastic cards).

E-mail help@vedh.io

□ VEROS Marketplace
Eco High Tech Goods Store

purchase using VerosDH tokens(VRS)
purchase of eco products and services
that do not harm the environment and
people
discounts(coupons) for eco products
and services in oﬀ-platform

□ VEROS Wallet

+

Wallets & Exchanger
replenishment and withdrawal of
funds
secure and conﬁdential DApp -based
transactions
secure exchange of digital and ﬁat
assets (btc, eth, usdt, usd, eur) to
VerosDH tokens(VRS) based on cloud
servers

VEROS dApp & dWeb
— it is a decentralized,
more attack– resisant
and transparent application that is based on
blockchain.

